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The concept of development journalism can be likened to the practice during the pioneering days of journalism, when all journalism was a sort of advocacy journalism. Back then, there was no question about journalism having a stance—to be a journalist means to advocate certain causes. Benjamin Franklin's Poor Richard's Almanack, which advocated the overthrow of the English regime in America, was representative of the journalism of that time.

Development journalism, however, is not advocacy journalism. Development journalism is a more exacting and scientific brand of journalism which draws heavily from the findings of research and development laboratories. Like all journalism, development journalism is biased. As Studs Terkel of the New York Times so aptly put it--there can be no objectivity whenever a journalist chooses to report ten facts out of a hundred. Development journalism is biased for the social and economic upliftment of the majority of humankind.

---

1Virgilio S. Labrador is the Head, Seminars and Institutional Development Programme of AMIC. The views expressed in this paper, however, are not necessarily that of the organization he represents.
Development journalism is characterized by its purposiveness, pragmatism, relevance, scientific outlook and technical subject orientation (Jamias, 1991).

Development journalism as discipline is deeply rooted in development communication, which believes communication can be harnessed for national development goals. Perhaps one of the most compelling definitions of development communication is from Nora Quebral (1985):

Development communication is the art and science of human communication applied to the speedy transformation of a country and the mass of its people from poverty to a dynamic state of economic growth that makes possible greater social equality and the larger fulfilment of the human potential.

Development journalism is no different from conventional journalism. It adheres to the same standards of fairness, accuracy, balance and journalistic ethics. The difference is in the choice of subject matter and the action orientation.

Development journalism covers subjects that do not get as much media attention ie. an arcane scientific discovery like a new high-yielding rice variety or a grassroots initiative to develop community self-reliance projects. Development reporting is as legitimate a field as political, business, entertainment or sports reporting. There are many stories with a developmental angle clamouring to be written.

Developmental reporting also differs from conventional reporting in its action orientation. When writing a development story, the focus is on the purpose of the writing—not just to inform or interpret but to move people to action.
Consequently, in writing a development story, we always have to ask: For whom are we writing? To whom are we writing? for what purpose and why?

Because of the complexity of the subject matter characterizing development journalism, it is a more exacting field than any other, including scientific reporting. To be a development journalist one has to have a good grasp of sociology, politics, economics, psychology, science with some philosophy and art thrown in for good measure. This is because development stories do not merely narrate facts or rattle figures and statistics. They go deeper than the surface—giving flesh and blood to socio-economic and political problems. Development stories do not just tell the who, what where and when, but more importantly answers the question—why? Development journalism looks into the underlying causes of problems and even goes so far as to propose solution or courses of action. Because of these demands on the development journalist, a very good multi-disciplinary foundation is necessary. A little passion and commitment would not hurt either.

Since development journalism does not only aims to inform, analyze and interpret events and issues but move people to action, development stories must be able to captivate and arouse their target audience to act. The qualities of clarity, coherence and organization are doubly important in a development story. A development story must speak the language of its reader and must be able to translate of often complex and arcane technical information to layman's
terms. A development journalist must learn to coax in simple language, very complex problems and issues.

To bring the message home to the reader, always look into the human interest angle of every story. How does it affect the man on the street? For example, when doing a story on the textile industry—provide a good overview and background on the subject but also look into the effect on the common man.

It would also help is the story is amply illustrated with eye-catching graphics, especially if it involves a lot of statistical data. Use action photos and do not be afraid to experiment with more creative layouts.

In writing a development story, when in doubt, think HELP—which stands for Humanize, Energize, Localize and Personalize. And simplify, simplify, simplify.

By way of a parting shot, development journalism has come a long way since its inception in the late '60s. However, development reporting has not quite yet achieved the legitimacy of other fields of reporting. For example, very few of the larger metropolitan dailies in Asia have a development section. Very few of the journalism schools also offer development journalism courses. Clearly, development journalism has still a long way to go.

These times, however, are the most exciting times to be a development journalist. Dramatic changes are underway in the global political and economic arena. The Asia-Pacific region, is at the forefront of these changes. The dragon economies of Asia are growing at a faster rate than any part of the world. All of these changes have profound effects on people's lives.
and their future. Development journalism plays a very important role in shedding light on the issues arising out of these changes.
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